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EFFECTS OF MULTIPATH ON TELEMETRY DATA TRANSMISSION 

By C. H. CHEN 

豆旦旦旦正﹒ - Spurious a且p1itude and phase modu1ation effects occur in the 
received te1emetry signa1 when both the direct waves and 七he indirect waves 
enter the receiving antenna. In this paper， a simp1e multipath mode1 is 
used which has a sing1e direct wave and a sing1e indirect wave. The in司
direct wave differs from the direct wave by a time de1ay and a constant 
amp1itude. With such a simp1e mode工， the effects of mu1tipath on te1emetry 
data transmission can be fu11y examined because of the mathematica1 sim-
p1ici七y. First an FM sys七em operating above the thresho1d is considered. 
The intermodulation distortion and the degradation in the data signa1-to
noise ratio due to multipath are both examined. Next we consider two 
digita1 systems， namely the noncoherent FSK and the PCM/FM with the dis
criminator detection. Both systems uti1ize a sp1it-phase baseband signa1. 
And the error rates depend on the mu1tipath time de1ay. Comparison is 
made between the sp1it-phase and the NRZ (non-return-to zero) baseband 
signa1s. Avai1ab1e performance improvement from using the predetection 
diversity combining and the synchronization prob1em are then discussed. 
Final1y severa1 methods to improve the te1emetry data are suggested. 

工ntroductior�. - In the study of the te1emetry dåta from two recent 
Apollo R剖ge Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA) f1ights， 七he anoma1ies dis
p1ayed on the ARIA tapes are identified as due to the re1ative1y high 
f1ight a1titude and the mu1tipath pr呻吟的ion [1]. Due 七o 七he high flight 
a1titude， 七here is an appreciab1e time de1ay between the direct and the 
indirect paths. The resu1ting effects of 七he mu1tipath propagation on 
the te1emetry data are examined in 七his paper. Three systems are con-
sidered: the continuous FM system， the noncoherent FSK， and the digital 
FM with the discriminator detection. For convenience in ana1ysis， we use 
a simp1e multipath mode1 which has a sing1e direct wave and a sing1e in
direct wave. The indirect wave differs from the direct wave by a time 
de1ay and a cons七ant amp1i tude . 

The osci11ogra且s of the predetection and the post-detection waveforms 
reported by Hedeman and Nicho1s [工] sh仰the fo11owing anoma1ies: (1) 
七he 1arge intermodu1ation products W' an FM system， and (2) the high bit 
error rates during the periods of high signa1 strength in the PCM systems. 
This paper analyzes and verifies these anoma1ies and suggests methods 七。
improve the te1emetry data transmission when the effects of multipath 
become significant. 

The Continuous FM System. - LetωC and ωD be the carrier and the data 
signa1 frequencies respective1y， and ðωD be the frequency deviation. We 
assume that on1y one indirect wave of amp1itude b is present at the sa且e
carrier frequency as the direct wave of amp1itude a. The direct FM wave 
�s 

h ω-
a( t) = a cos (ω λ + 一半 sinωt)W 白D -

缸ld the indirect wave is 
血ω-

b(t) = b cos [w�(t - ðt) +一半 sinw�(t 甜 的 ) ] - -D -
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where ðt is the time difference between the direct and the indirect waves. 
Here ð七 is considered 七o be constant. The vector addition of the direct 
and the indirect waves is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure， vector a 
represents the indirect wave， vector 0 represents the indirect wave and 
vector c the resultan七. Note that c is modulated in phase and amp1i七ude
re1ative to a due to the re1ative motion of transmitter and receiver. The 
difference in the instantaneous frequencies of (1) and (2) is denoted as 
ðF(t) ， 

6F(七) = ω (cosωt - cosω(t - ðt) ) D' --- -D (3) 

which is periodic with frequency ωD﹒ The ang1e between吉and b is gi ven 
by， 

6w _ 
中=的 f lIF(t)dt = 271 一半(sinωt - sinω(七- lIt) ) +中 ( 4) ωD ' - ----D - - - ---D 

where 中。=ωc t.t is the "average" ph品e ang1e between a and b determined by 
the path difference， t.R = fc 入4七. Here 入is the wave 1ength of the te1-
me七ry carrier. If lIR/入= 工內，for examp1e， then 中。= 甘/2. Let 

h1 = height of transmitter above the ref1ecting p1ane， 
h2 = height of receiver above the ref1ecting p1ane， 
R = radio range. 

Assume that the earth ac七s 1ike a smooth horizonta1 ref1ector and use the 
f1at earth approximation. Then if R >> ( h1 + h2)， the path difference be
tween the two waves is， 

2h1h2 
lIR =一τ- (5) 

Thus as h1， h2， 紅地R change，中o changes. 工f we assume that the rate of 
change of-�o is smal1 compared to ðF(t)， then Figure 1 shows the average 
中。，which moves slow1y around the circ1e with a rapid phase jitter super-. 
imposed on the motion. In Figure 2，中。= O. n2甘，n being a positive 
integer，and the maximm rate of change。f?(七)locå釘釘 The instantaneous 
frequency modu1ation of 七he resu1tant C(t) is 訂了?- Efusec- mthat
the m位imum_mu1tipath frequency modulation occurs for �o = 0， n271. The 
vector sum C is a non1inear operation (law of cosine) so that when differ
ent baseband frequencies are superimposed， sum and difference frequencies 
are generated and inter賢。du1ation resu1ts. 

For i11ustrative purpose， we consider a continuous FM system with three 
sinusoida1 modulating waveforms denoted as. 

ωt + K.... C0Sωt + K..， cosωt ;�1 V • "2 C0SW
2 

<; .，. 1\.3 cosw3 
where 丸， 扭曲d f3 are not harmonica11y re1ated (e.g. f1 = 20阻z，

f2 = 36 KHz， f3 = 52也lz) _ then 

3 
t.F(t) = .�� Ki [coswit - cos�址(t - t.t)] J_=. 

(6) 

(7) 



The pe凶c-to-peak excursion of 中， the ang1e between a and b， is 
這2甘K.

4l = 2n fðF(七)dt = E 一千 [ sinωit - 山ω;(t - ðt)] +中 (8) 
i=1 WJ. - V 

In the remainder of this paper， we assume中。= O. The peak-to-peak ex
cursion of each term 2ð 4l; is 4nKi/ωi radians， i = 1 ，2. 3. If each ð 中有
is no七 too 1arge and b<< a， the resu1ting frequency modu1ation， denoted 
as ðq( t)， is 

l d S (t) '" b 1 M(t) ðq( t) = 一 旦比ι -
2甘 dt a-b 2n dt 

2b 3 ωiðt 一� E K� sin --_--a-D i=1 � ë 
ω� ðt 

sin (ωit - 乏一 ) (9) 

By using the vector吉as reference， and taking into account the direct _ 
wave fre屯uency mOdulation， the resultant signa1 corresponding to vector c 
lS 

(10) 
= c(七)且:一∞m=:∞n立∞Jρ1)Jm(ß2)Jm(ß3)ω(ωC +仙1+ mω2+ nω3)t 

3 c(七) cos (ωnt + 2甘f (E， kicosωit )dt + 2甘fðq(t) dt) V ( = 1 
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l - zz sln 一三- j Z +(zz sin 』T cos iT)2 (11) 

So there are desired frequency components ωc土￡ω1 ，ωC土mω2 ， and 
ωc土nω3 and undesired frequency components (intermodu1ation products)， 

ωc土且ωl土mω2 ， ωc土mω2土nω3 ， ωc土1ω1士nω3 ， 

叫dφc土且ωl土mω2 土nω3 . 

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the mu1tipath effects in the ARIA te1emetη on 
a typica1 mission. The PCM was sp1it-phase at 4.8 Kb/sec. The continuous 
FM channe1s were 2 cω， 4 cω ， and 6 cω frequencies at 20， 話， 叩d 52間Z
respective1y. The receiving antenna provided simu1taneous right and 1ef七
circu1ar p01arization . The vehic1e antenna pattern was such that the 1eft 
hand circu1ar and right hand circu1ar components were a1ternate1y 1arger. 
The indirect ray has a reversa1 of circu1ar p01arization sense upon re-
f1ection. For ex位np1e， when the output of the 1eft hand feed is sma11er 
than that of the right hand feed， it suffers more from the mu1tipath and 
vice versa. This is seen in both the AM (signa1 strength) and FM ( inter
modulation distortion). 的the time of the record， the range， R， was 
26間， aircraft a1titude， h1' was 6 nm and the a1titude of the vehic1e 
was 1多nm. Direct ca1culation gives ðt = 35 U sec. which is about twice 
the period of the highes七 subcarrier frequency. Thus if the amp工itude
of the ref1ected wave is comparab1e to the臼np1itude of the direct wave， 
severe intermodu1ation distortion occurs as shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). 
To i11ustrate， Eq. (9) shows that the amp1itude of ðq(t) due to a sing1e 
channe1 can be as 1arge 卸的K/(a-b) when the de1ay is an odd integer of 
ha1f the subcarrier period. Here K is the carrier deviation of that 
channe1. 工f the de1ay is 40μsec.， for ex阻p1e， the 36阻z channe1 is 
delàyed about 3/2 periods. Thus if K = 15血z for this channe1， and 
b/a "'0.言， then the amp1itude of ðq(t) due to this channe1 a10ne is about 
30 KHz. If a11 three channe1s are considered， then Eq. (10) indicates 
that the undesired signa1 components can be very significant. 



The data signa1-to-noise ratio is now examined. The received signa1 
can be written as 

3 
c(t) cos(ωnt + 2甘J( E K. cosω. t)dt + 2甘Jliq(七)dt) + n(t) (12) � i=1 1 1 

where n(t) is the addi七ive white noise with one-sided predetection noise 
spectral density N� watts/Hz. The demodu1ated signal-p1us-noise is 
proportiona1 to -

EKicosωit+血q(七)+ nD( t) 
ω. lit ω.lit (13) 、 2b= E K . [ cosω ι + 一)

� sin +- sin (ω.t _ .2:一)] + n� (t) 
i;1 "i 

L - - - -i - a-b - _ . . 2 -- " '-i 

where nD(t) is the demodu1ated FM noise. 
Assume 七hat the three subcarriers are separated by bandpass fi1ters of 

bandwidth W centered at each subcarrier. When the carrier signa1-七o-noise
ratio is above the thresho1d， the demodulated output (i.e. the data) has 
the signal-to-noise ratio 

ω_ß 
(呈) = 3 (一ι)2 . � 
'、 W ' 2 D(multipath) 三中L主

where 均可 corresponds to a subcarrier fre que�豆y w; and ß is given by 

(14) 

Eq. (11) with the subscript removed. And ♂(t) ， .the average va1ue of c2(t)， 
is given by 

c有功= a2 + b2 - 2的話訝的 (15) 

where， for smal1 中(t)， cos中(t) :::: 1 -斗2(t) (16) ζ 
and �(t) is given by Eq. (4) with �_= O. 

If there is no multipath， 七he da-ca signa1-七o-noise ratio is 

( 2) 1=3(5)2 3 告 =t fit; (17)
于D(no multipath) 1'1 c:. !�o 。

The ratio of the data signa1-to月noise ratio with and without mu1tipath is， 
wi七h the use of Eqs. (11) and (16)， 

〈卜 ， ‘ 一 位的 ￡川叫ath j = [ (1 - 2 )2 仕 研討 ] ﹒ [(1 -告ω斗一l
t一 )�I 一 、N ' D lno multipa七h J

一 w_lit w_lit (18) 
+ (丘L - n 」」 cos 4←一 )2]a-b ζ 

The right hand side of Eq. (18) wi11 always be 1ess than one for our as-. 
sumptions of sma11中(t) and b<a. Hence the multipath effect a1ways re
duces the signal-to-noise ratio of the telemetry data in the FM system. 
The amount of degradation depends on the time delay and the amp1itude 
ratio of七he indirect and direct waves. Performance ana1ysis below FM threshold is the same as that of the conventional FM system. More per
formance degradation due to multipath is expected when the FM system 
operates be10w the threshold. 

spli t-Phase/FSK Noncoherent F!ec_eptj，o_l'l • - The structure of the split-phase 



signa1 for a mark or a space consists of frequency f1 transmitted during 
七he first ha1f of the signa1 duration T， and frequency f2 during the second 

ha1f， or vice versa. At a particu1ar time instant， the direct wave is 
a sinωlit，ωi = 1 ， 2 and the indirect wave is b sinwi(t - ðt)， i = 1，2. The 
received signal is 

a sin ωit + b sin wi(t - ðt) + n(t) 

where a sin ωit + b sin wi (t - ðt) 

= (a + b cosωi ðt) siuωit - b cos ωit sin ωiðt 

(19) 

= R(t) sin (ωi t + 6i (t) ) 

組d R2(t) = a2 + b2 + 2ab cos ωi ðt 
『b sinω.ðt 

6i(七) =七組- 1 .1. 
cosωiðt 

The receiver wi11 se工ect randomly with equa1 probabi1ity mark or space if 
the signa1 detected at each ha1f bit interva1 has the same frequency， i.e. 
f1 f0110wed by f1 o� f2 _f 0110wed by f2 ' Thus th� err�r probabi1ity is 

a2+ '52+ 2ab cosω1.1 ðt- a2 + b2 + 2ab cosω2ðt 
pe =jLe - 2σ= -JL e n 2 2σ n 
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n 2 .L ...2 a:b cosω1ßt ab cosω2 Ô七

中 - 可Zfk d M- dn (20) 

whereσ� is the noise variance. Eq. (20) depends on the frequencies f1 and 
f2 and the time de1a� ðt. The smallest Pe occurs when ω1ôt and W2ðt are 
both帥even integer multip1ied by缸，ω1手峙，i.e. 

、 (a + b)2 
Pe， ﹒ = fE e - -EET一 (21)�n ë n 

The 1argest Pe occurs when ωlôt and ω2ßt are both an odd integer multi- ' 
plied by 2甘 ωl手ω2 ， i. e. 

‘ (a-b Jζ 
=之e- 一豆豆T (22) 

max 2 - --n 

Assume七h吼叫 〈ω2without 10ss of generosity. Both Eqs. (21) and (22) 
require that (ω2 -ω1 )的be an even integer mu1tip1ied by 缸， a ve叮un
likely event for the assumption of a very sma11 ðt. Eq. (21) is most un
likely because it requires that ωlôt己_ 4甘﹒

For an NRZ baseband format， the error probabi1ity is 



a2+ b2 + 2ab cosω2l1t 
+t e-

a2 + b2 + 2ab cosωlllt 
1 .1 Pe ;:: 一[�e 2 ' 2 2σ n 

a.b cosω2l1t 
+ e σ且n 

ab cosω1 lIt 

2σ n 

e
 

呵，ι-bz
n
 

+
一σ
-
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句，--a-
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(20) for the spli t-phase baseba吋format.

Discriminator Detection of PCM/FM� - The energy of an NRZ baseband 
signa1 is concen七rated over a bandwidth equa1 to the bit rate. The energy 
of a sp1it-phase baseband signa1， ho司，ever， spreads over a bandwidth equa1 
to twice the bit rate. The binary signa1 (sp1it-phase) is fi1tered by a 
premodu1ation fi工ter with bandwidth about twice that required for an NRZ 
baseband signa1. If we use a periodic signal of period T 七o approximate 
the sp工it-phase baseband signa1， then the fundamenta1 frequency of the 
sp1it-phase signa1 is a1so equa1 七o twice the bit rate. And the premodu-
1a七ion fil七er bandwidth is capab1e of passing the first harmonic. Without 
multipath， the modu1ating signal at the output of the premodu1ation fi1ter 
is 

which is the same as EQ. 

(23) D(七) ;:: IIωcosωt 

where ω = 主
Carson's rû1e. 

The IF fi1ter，bandwidth is chosen in accordance with the 

B T� ;:: 2(13 + l)f IF 
where the modu1ation index 13 is defined as 13 ;:: lIf/f. Assume that a rec
tangu1ar IF fi1ter of bandwidth BIF is used， and the Gaussian shaped 1ow
pass fi1ter 3dB cutoff frequency is taken as l/T. The received signa1 is 
approximate1y， 

( 24) 中(t)+em(t)]+n(七)c(七) cos [ωC t + 21T fD ( t ):l扭扭
where中(七) ;:: 啥 [sinwt - sin(ωt -心)] (25) 

and θm(t) is the random phase jitter due to the mu1tipath fading. 
1ating signa1 with mu1tipath is 

The modu-

(26) 2bllω . ωlIt ωlIt D_(七) ;:: D(t) +一于一sln可�U sin(的 自 弋��)a-b ζL 
We can define the frequency deviation index with �ultipath as 

( 27) 

which is simi1ar to Eq. (11). It is important to note that multipath re-
duces the frequency deviation which now depends on lIt and b/a. The received 
sign_且三 to-noise ratio， or the signa1 energy per bit to noise density ratio， 
is 宗仔j/旬己 ; where '0: is.the .noise varian�e. . F�om Eq. (25)， 

n _ n 

Ht) ;:: 2132 ω2 丘吉主

ωlIt。cos W�"')2 < 13 ' 一(2b
l . ω戶一-_- Sln 一-

a-D � 
2b 。ωlIt 、。(1 - 一?S LElz 一了一 ) 2 + 
a-D � 13m ;:: 13 

(28) 

A1so from Eq. (25)， the ratio ef the，_recej ved signa1-to-noise ratios wi th 
and without n叫tipath is (1 - E)2 + K FRL If a=峙，乎有) ;:: 1 rad2 
(maximum a11owed)� then the de�radatton

'
due to mu1tipath is a factor of 

13/ 工6 in the signa1 呵to-咀咀-咱-



By the use of Eqs. (15) and (16)， we can write 
ωlIt 

c刊t， (的) 2 r. . 2ab B2sin2 2--
(29 ) 

(a-b) 2 磊� is the minimum received signa1-to-noise r的io and the inverse 
n 

of the bracket term is七he "fading dep七h."
The error probabi1i七y consists of七wo parts: one due t。七he Gaussian 

noise and the other due to the spike noise at the output of the FM dis
criminator. The error rate analysis is the same as that of Schi11ing 
et.a1. [2] because c(t) is a deterministic waveform. The error due to the 
Gaussian noise is given by 

， 0.813 B 同于7T r::另亨寸
P[error GNI +J = 去 erfc 一 ill l III I弓法L (30) ι Jfo (Bm) Jιun 

where -0.7(8 +1)2 f。(8m)=erf (0.837(8 +l) )- 0.9h5(8 +1)em 
The error due to七he spike noise is 

where 

P[error neg. spikel +] 

( 4 ) i 若 弋
(0.734< B < 4.24) 

于 呵， 箏， 卜 1 (九三0.734)

( 31) 

The mark and the space are assumed to be equa11y probab1e. The total error 
probabi1ity is the sum of Eqs. (30) and (31) 

The basic difference between the sp1it-phase baseband signal and the 
NRZ baseband signa1 is in w， and thus Bm﹒ The modu1ating signal frequency 
of the sp1it-phase signa1 is twice that of the NRZ signal. For a given B 
and smal1 ωlIt， Bm of the sp工的申phase signal is slight1y 1ess than Bm of 
the NRZ signal. Hence for a given B， the split-phase signa1 does not per
form better than七he NRZ signa1 if Bm < 0.734. On the other hand， for a 
given 旬， Eqs. (30) and (31) are also va1id for the NRZ signa1， and the 
two signa1s perform the same. The spectra1 characteristic of the sp1it-
phase signa1， however， makes it very attractive from the synchronization 
viewpoint to be discussed 1ater. 

Predetection Diversity Combinin.g. - Diversity combining is an effective 
way to improve the system performance in the mu1tipath fading environments. 
Combining can be performed either before or after detection and the signa1s 
may be se1ected or added either 1inear1y or in variab1e proportions. 
Apart from the obvious advantages of operationa1 simp1icity， the predetec
tion diversity co叩.bining exhibits 10wer distortion under multipath con-
ditions， because of the 1inear combining process， and the higber improve
men七 in the demodu1ated signal-to-noise ratio as compared with the post
detection combining. Test resu1ts [1] have shown that in some areas， 



post-detection combining is more effective than pre串detection combining and 
vice versa . In this paper， the error rates for the predetection diversity 
combining w主th noncoherent reception位ld with the discrim土nator detection 
。f PCM/FM are considered. 

First we examine the noncoherent reception of sp1it-phase/FSK. Here， 
we consider a simp1e case of two diversity branches. The received data is 
the sum of aj sint任t + blsint任何 - llt1)+ nl(t) and a2sinωit + b2sinlllï. 
(七甲的2)+n2(t). The combined signai 詞，
( a 1 + a2 + b 1 cosωillt + b2COSt屯的2)sin吐t - (b 1sint屯的"1 + b2sinWj_llt2) 

cosωi七， which has an amp1itude Ri' i = 1，2， 

R;=(al+az)2 +2(al+az)卅叫的1 + b2c叫的2)+bi+bi

+ 2b 1b2cOSωi L'lt 1 - fl t 2) (32) 

The noise terms n1(七)and n2(t) have the same noise powers. The result of 
the noise combining is 

n(t) = n1(t) + n2(七) (33) 

which has twice the origina1 noise power. 
the error probabili�y i5 given QY， 

Then， according to E包﹒(20)，

l r- RL - R2 、Pe =一le 一� +e -，-，， ' 1 h L Mj e hσ2 J (34 ) 

where R1 and R2 are given by Eq. (32). As expected， the smal1est error 
probabi1ity occurs when a1 = a2' b1 = b2， and flt1 = flt2•工n this case， the 
error probabi1ity is given by 

A 2+ h2 2ab cosωlflt 2ab cosω211t 

pemir t e- -穹- [e- σ; +e- σ; ] (35 ) 

which is a 3dB improvement in 七he signal-to-noise ratio as compared with 
Eq， (20). 

Next we sha11 ex個山e the discriminator detection of PCM/FM. Consider 
two multipath fading signals， 

b c 1 (t) cos [ωct +8ml(t)+否定中1(t)+ 2甘f D1 (t )dt] 

b and c2(七)cos [ωct + 8m2(t) + a�bh(七) + 2甘f D2(t)dt] 

wherech (七) and D1(t) have the time delay llt1闊的2(七) and D2(七) have the 
time del叮的2' To simpl�fy the �nalysis? aS5ume flt1 = llt2 50 that 
4Jl(t) =中2(t) =中(t) and D1(t) = D2(t) = b(t). The ëombined signal i5 

where 

c( t) cos [ωct + em1 (七) +七中(t) +州的)dt

?sin ( e ^ - e . ) 
+ t且n-1 4 、m2 vm l ' 

. 1 》叫‘c1 + c2 cos ( e_^ - 8_ .)J m2 m1 

c(t) = Jcf(t) + c�(t) +叫

(36) 

(37 ) 

The noise ji七ters due to the multipath fading， em1 and 8m2 ' have 七he s位ne
statistical characteri5tic5 and they both are small. Hence 
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which h臼a nearly zero mean value and a variance given approximate1y 旬，
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The received signa1 is then， from Eqs. (36) and (33)， 

c(七}cos[ω七+ e (t) +干L中(t) + 2甘f D(t}dt)+ n(t} 
a-b 

C2(e_ ^ - e_. ，) 
e(七} = e .  (t)t 

-
L m2 -m + 
1 + c2 cos ( e_ ，> - e 

m2 ml 

(38) 

is sti11 a random phase term. Thus we have exactly the same form of the 
signa1-向-noise 亡xpression 品 Eq. (24) except that c(t) and n(t} are now 
different. Letσ; be the noise variance of nl(t} or n2(七} • The recei ved 
singal-to-noise ""ratio is 

軍立 =缸 [ 有市亡京汁仁 叮叮訂了 σLI
n n 

有叮τ京行吉
〈 (39 ) 

hσ 
n 

The 1argest improvement in the received sigpa1-to-noise ratio is obtained 
when C1(t} = C2 (t }. The maximum (but unattainab1e) improvement is a factor 
of 2(3品} by using the predetection IF diversity combining wi七h two diver
sity branches. The error probabi1ity can be written by inspecting Eqs. 
( 30) and (31)的

、 0.8138 18 + 1 f刁云E
Pe = 去 erfc EL i 品已� n 

(40) 

+ 

( xp ( 寄) si 諾 oj f
(0.734 < 8_ < 4.24) 

where ß_ and CZ[t) /4o� are given by Eqs. (27) and (39) respec七ive1y.
m.. _ ， _.:. � \ n 

In b�th Eqs. (34) änd (山)， we have noted that the maximum but prac� 
tical1y unattainab1e improvement by using two predetec七ion diversity com
bining branches is 3dB in the signa1-to-noise ratio. For a very smal1 6t， 
such improvement can be c1ose1y obtained. The two simp1e cases discussed 
in this section ful1y i11ustrate the effectiveness of using the predetec
七ion diversity combining against the mu1tipath fading that arises in the 
te1eme七ry data transmission. 

Synchronization Stud�. - Loss of synchronization occurs frequent1y in 
the test record 111 of the 4.8Kb/sec sp1it-phase PCM/FM. From the syn-
chronization viewpoint we can sho耐that the sp1it-phase baseband fOIτnat is 



be七ter than the NRZ format. The power spectra of PCM/FM with NRZ and the 
sp1it-phase baseband signa1s have been examined by the author [3]. Un1ike 
the NRZ format. the sp1it-phase PCM/FM spectrum has a discrete component 
centered at the carrier frequency. The existence of this carrier makes 
it easier for frequency acquisition and tracking. Futhermore. this carrier 
may be removed from the modulated signa1 by a narrow-band fi1七er and used 
for frequency synchronization. The forced transition at every bit period 
of 七he sp1it-phase baseband format results in more average number of zer。
crossings as compared with the NRZ format. Thus a 10wer error rate in bit
sync is expected with the sp1i七-phase format. Practica1ly various tech
niques are avai1ab1e to operate so we11 that we can assume that the data 
degradation caused by the synchronization process is neg1igib1e. A possi
b1e exception is the "deep fade" case at which the received signa1 strength 
is so smal1 tha:七 a second-order phase-1ocked 100p may "track" the noise t。
frequencies ou七side 七he pul1-in ra:nge. The deep fade may occur when the 
change in the time de1ay is the 1argest and the strengths of the direct 
and the indirect waves are comparab1e. 

When the range is the sma11est. the change in the time de1ay is the 
1argest since 

d6t constant dR 
可t = RZ一苔 ，

which is inverse1y proportional 七。七he square of the range. Thus. in con
sistent with the test record [斗. the communication 1ink drops in and out 
of synchroniza七ion more often at a c10ser ra:nge than at a 10nger range. 

suggested Methods of D叫a Improvement. - We have shown through a simp1e 
mode1 that the mu1tipath interference due 七o the earth scattered (indirect) 
signa1s can bave serious effects on the te1emetry data tra:nsmission. S。
七he multipath effects must be taken into consideration in mission 
p1a:nning. Our mode1 suggests the fo11owing three posibi1ities [1] to 
improve the da:七a: (1) F1y the aircraft at sufficient1y 10w a1titudes that 
the time de1ay due to mu1tipath is on1y a sma11 por七ion of the bit period 
if the link is a pure PCM. For a gi ven information ba:ndwid七h and time 
de1叮. the required bit period may be fairly 1arge (which imp1ies a 10w 
data rate te1emetry). We may run into 七he wideband case. i.e. the in-
forma:七ion bandwidth a:nd the bit duration product is greater than unit} If 
we can reduce the time de1ay. then the system ca:n operate at a higher data 
rate. For the continuous FM system. the time de1ay must be a smal1 frac
tion of the period of the highest subcarrier frequency. (2) Attempt t。
keep 七he firs七 antenna nu11 in the direction of the indirect wave. (3) 
Use simu1taneous right a:nd 1eft hand circu1ar po1arization with predetec
tion a:nd/or post-detection rea1 t1me combining. There are other possi-
bi1ities that may not be as effective as mentioned above. For exa:mp1e. 
we can use the narrow-band fi工ter technique to suppress the multipath 
effect in a narrow-band channe1. But the indirect wave is centered at the 
same carrier frequency as the direct wave. The indirect wave ca:nnot be 
removed by the fi1ter without decreasing 七he direc七 wave signa1 power. 

Conc1uding Remark. - Specular component is much more important than the 
diffused components in a typical mu1七ipath prob1em. The simp1e mode1 em-
p1oy.ed in this paper takes into account the specu1ar component on工y. The 
error performance evaluated in this paper should serve as an important 
10耐er bound of the ac七ua1 performance in the multipath environment. This 
mode1 is particular1y feasib1e for the te1emetry systems considered in this 
paper. And the a:nalysis based on 七his mode1 ful1y verifies the test resu1ts. 
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、.‘背﹒ Fig. 2 - Vector Diagram 

Represen七ing Maximum 
Frequency Modu1ation 
Resulting from a Single 
Mu1tipath Component 
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Fig. 3(a) - Oscillogra且of Post-De七ection Waveforms from ARIA on 

Mission 7994 for Right-hand Circular Polariza七ion Link 1 
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Fig. 3(b) - Oscillogr個of Pos七-Detection Waveforms from ARIA on 

阻ssion 7994 for Left-hand Circular PO工ariza'七ion Link 1 




